Introduction

Chirag kedia
My Information

• Name: Chirag Kedia

• Hometown: Kolkata, India

• Major: Computer science

• Project: 5G modules integration in NS-3
My home University

• Vellore institute of technology

• Located in Vellore, Tamil Nadu
Vellore Institute of Technology
Hostel blocks
Library
ACADEMIC BUILDINGS
My city Kolkata, West Bengal

• City of Joy
• CRAZY about football and Cricket
• Land of sweets and dessert
• Home to Rabindranath Tagore [The Nobel Prize in Literature 1913]
• Home to Satyajit Ray [Honorary Oscar in 1992 for Lifetime Achievement]
• Land of Mother Teresa [1979 Nobel Peace Prize]
• Capital of Ancient India
• One of Busiest port of INDIA
Historical sites-- Kolkata---Victoria memorial
Saint Paul's Cathedral Artwork
Fort William

Belur math
Dakshineswar Kali Temple _Opened_: May 31, 1855
Indian museum
Eden garden – cricket stadium - 2nd largest in the world
India largest football stadium[hosting U-19 world Cup]
Road trains --- Trams
Howrah Bridge
Glimpse of Kolkata city
Hobbies and likes

• Music
• You-Tubing
• Watching movies
What will be outcome of this intern and future plans

• To understand the topic and grab in depth knowledge
• To contribute towards the project in best possible way
• Plan to continue with this project---- as I start to get bits and concept of it during my higher education in NTUST ---if the college accept my application
• To interact with new people and adapt to the custom here that will help me for higher education
• And definitely explore and experience the ancient and natural beauty of Taiwan.
Progress till now ---

• I have been working on this project from **march** bit by bit during my academic session.
• Got an overview of work to be done
• Basics of 5G architecture [its modular division and proposed service based architecture]
• Currently studying about the 5G ns3 module
Thank you

谢谢